I’d like to begin by thanking all the exhibitors who entered and allowed me the privilege of seeing their dogs. I was honored to be called, even as a replacement, to judge this fun show. The hospitality and communication from the show committee was fabulous. Thank you to showchair Diane Matsuura and all her helpers for thinking of every detail and putting on a wonderful event! Also, a special thank you to Debbie Blais for picking Kara and myself up at the airport, presenting us with great judges bask sets, taking us all to a wonderful seafood dinner and then braving the Los Angeles on a Friday afternoon to get me to the airport in time! As far as the accommodations, I can’t say I’ve ever had a hotel, at a show I was judging, with a view like this one. Who could ask for more than to sit on the patio, with a nice glass of California wine and look out over the Pacific. It was Heavenly.

As far as the entry of Pems I was so very pleased! I was given options and in most cases it just came down to minor preferences on my part as to who got which ribbon. One thing I did notice is the breed on the whole is sadly lacking in correct upper arms. We really need to start paying more attention to them. Best of luck to everyone in the future. On the whole I think we’re headed in the right direction.

~ Danelle Brown

REGULAR CLASSES

PUPPY DOGS 6 TO 9 MONTHS (4 entered, 2 absent)
1. VP CORGI’S THE DARK KNIGHT (GCH Foothill Knight Moves At Clover Hill x CH Bigelbach’s Heavens To Betsy At VP Corgis) Breeders: Janice and Brian Villandre. Owners: Amanda Marcus and Janice Villandre. Tri-color youngster who is very much an adolescent boy. Beautiful dark, oval eye and kind expression. Had a bit more leg than the other dog but had the length of back to balance it out. Rock Solid Topline both standing and on the move. Moved easily around the ring.

2. BIGELBACH’S MEMORIES OF MOONWALKER (GCH Staffords Triple H Remember The Moonlight x Bigelbach’s Love Me Tender) Breeder: Lisa Bigelbach, Patrick Bigelbach, Amber Bigelbach. Owner: Lisa Bigelbach, Amber Bigelbach. Nice R&W baby who was unsure of himself, on what I was told, was his first outing in the ring. He had correct, oval bone carried down to tight fee. Nice body proportions. He was balanced front to rear, but his insecurities caused him to “sink” often and affected his topline.

PUPPY DOGS 9 TO 12 MONTHS (3 entered, 0 absent)
1. COVENTRY BREAK EVERY RULE (CH Coventry Making Mischief With Penliath x CH Coventry What’s Love Got To Do With It) Breeders: Bill Shelton, Beckie Williams, DVM, Steven Leyerly, Deborah Salow. Owners: Deborah Salow, Kevin Foist, Bill Shelton, B Williams DVM. Striking RHT presented in wonderful condition. Nice outline, with good reach of neck blending smoothly into shoulders. Balanced angles front to rear let this boy move around the ring with purpose. Lovely bone with correct feed. Pleasing head. Large ears. Topline could bounce a bit at times on the move but I think this was partially due to his exuberance. So much to like about him. I was please to award him
WD/BOW/Best Puppy.

2. BRYNMORS ACE OF DIAMONDS (GCH Graceland Cathal’s Phantom Dancer At Caamora x CH Brynmors help Me Rhonda. Breeders/Owners: Mary Hering, Tracy Liston. Beautiful head and expression on this BHT. Dark eyes, correct head planes and proportions. Lower stationed dog who held his outline both standing and on the move. Correct ribbing to loin. Topline never wavered. Very promising puppy.

3. CARIADH JUST BEING FRANK (GCH Caradh Coventry Let’s Be Frank Sinatra x Ch Coventry What’s Love Got To Do With It.) Breeder: Patricia Smith. Owners: Patricia Smith, Barbara Thurber. R&W youngster who is hitting adolescence. Dark pigment enhanced an already melting expression. Appears a bit up on leg today but I think as he matures this will change. Good bone and feet. Strong topline. Would wish he was a bit cleaner on the down and back.

12 TO 18 MONTH DOGS (4 entered, 0 absent)

1. BIGELBACH’S TEAGAN, GREAT BARD OF THE FOREST (CH Honeyfox-Windancer Flashpoint x Bigelbach’s Intentional Beauty. Breeders: Lisa Bigelbach, Patrick Bigelbach, Amber Bigelbach. Owners: Rand Allan, Christine Winters Allan. Attractive R&W with correct bone and feet. His dark, oval eye, along with proper ear placement and shape gave him a pleasing expression. Balanced on the move and held a firm topline at all times.

2. RC7 TRIPPIN HOT AT THE TOP (Walnut Creek Lovejoys Alpha Trion x RC7 Dollys Secret Love) Breeder/Owner: Brooke Ryan. Masculine sable who was much more mature than the others in the class. Nice pro sternum and ribbing. Strong back. Would have like a softer expression.

3. TOLAN’S WILLET FDC BCAT (GCH Nebriowa Verilo Bacardi x Tolans Amelia Airheart) Breeder: Bonita Tolan. Owner: Bill Vuong. R&W fellow who was very pretty standing but unfortunately fell off at the croup on the move. Loved his length of ribbing to loin. Rounder eye detracted from an otherwise correct and pleasing head.

4. BRYMOR GOOD LUCK CHARM (CH Rincon Let It Ride x CH Brymor’s Naughty Nicolette) Breeders: Mary Hering, Tracy Liston. Owners: Andrea Cassie, Tracy Liston. R&W who was the baby of the class. More leg than some of the others but had the body and length of ribbing to still be in proportion. Solid topline both standing and on the move. Still immature but I think he will do well with some time and coat.

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOGS (2 entered, 0 absent)

1. SANDFOX EWEKNOW JUST REMINISCING (Ch Byendebrok Maplecreek Baccarat CD HS AX x CH Sandfox Eweknow Its Always Something) Breeder: Vicki Sandage DVM, Sharon Lofley. Owner: Vicki Sandage DVM. RHT with an outline you can’t help but notice as he walks in the ring. Good ribbing with muscular, short loin. Neck blended well into well laid-back shoulders. Clean mover on the down and back. Balanced from the side. Nice head planes, but would prefer a darker eye. The poor guy did not feel well in WD and didn’t want to move out. Still couldn’t help but reward all his virtues and award him RWD.

2. CEZANNE’S WHIMSICAL SECRET AFFAIR (GCH Cezenne’s Whimsical Rap x Cezanne’s La Rouge Doodlette) Breeder/Owner: Judy Charon. Another RHT, with a melting expression. Clean mover from all directions. Topline level standing but could go off on the move. Presented in lovely condition. A quality boy.

OPEN DOGS (8 entered, 1 absent)

1. BYRNMOR EASY RIDER (CH Rincon Let It Ride x CH Brnmor’s Naughty Nicolette) Breeders: Mary Hering, Tracy Liston. Owners: Elizabeth Mendoza, Mary Hering, Tracy Liston. Vey Young R&W.
Held his beautiful outline both standing and on the move. Correct bone. Pretty, soft expression yet still masculine. Strong back. Moved a tad close behind and wasn’t using himself on the go around. He looked better on the go around in the second show when his handler sped him up and let him show off what he could do. Pushed hard for WD.


3. **ROSEWOOD SEAHAWK**  (GCHB Rosewood Sea Quest x CH Rosewood Eleison) Breeder: Liisa Coit. Owner: Marjorie White, Lawrence White, Liisa Coit. Tri boy also on the large side. Balance mover from all directions, but tended to stand high in the rear at times. Good bone and overall proportions.

4. **VP CORGI’S FLASH GORDON RN CGC-A CGC-U**  (GCH Brynmors Crazy Heart x CH VP Corgi’s Moonlight Serenade) Breeder: Janice and Brian Villandre. Owner: Amanda Marcus. Eighteen-month-old who looks his age. Looks a little higher on leg but that should improve as he bodies up. Balanced mover who held his topline at all times. Pleasing expression.

**PUPPY BITCHES 6 TO 9 MONTHS**  (7 entered, 1 absent)

1. **LIVELY A TIME TO KEEP**  (CH Lively Man In Black x CH Lively Isn’t She Lovely CGC TKN) Breeder: Rachel Anderson & Robin Castle. Owner: Robin J Castle. Pretty outline on this low stationed, light sable girl. Correct bone. Tight feet. Held her topline firmly both standing and on the move. Nice length of neck that blended into well laid-back shoulders. Proper rib to loin. Moved easily around the ring. Pleased to award this youngster RWB today.

2. **BRNAYR BORN TO BE WILD**  (CH Brnayr Crescendo x Brnyar Falling Head Over Heals) Breeder/Owner: Ann Marie BuonannoDMV and Vicki Lubarsky. Sweetheart R&W baby. Good body proportions. Pleasing head and expression despite rounder eye. Stood with a level back but tended to be a bit high in the rear on the move. Easy sidegait.


4. **VPCORGIS FLASH OF KNIGHT FEVER@BIGELBACH’S**  (GCHP Foothills Knight Moves at Clover Hill x Bigelbach’s Heavens to Betsy@VPCorgis) Breeder: Janice Villandre, Brian Villandre. Owners: Lisa Bigelbach, Amber Bigelbach. R&W who was very unsure of herself. Strong back and nice length to height proportions. Nice eye but narrow in back skull at the moment.

**PUPPY BITCHES 9 TO 12 MONTHS**  (4 entered, 2 absent)


2. **BYRNMORS BLACK OPAL**  (GCH Graceland Cattal’s Phantom Dancer at Caamora x CH Brynmors Help Me Rhonda) Breeders/Owners: Mary Hering, Tracy Liston. Lower stationed BHT who made a beautiful outline standing and on the move. Correct length to height. Rock solid back. Balanced angles front to rear but wasn’t really using herself like I felt she should on the go around. Pretty head and expression.

**12 TO 18 MONTH BITCHES**  (4 entered, 1 absent)

Beautiful head and expression. Dark, oval eye. Correct planes. Nice neck that blended smoothly into well laid back shoulders. Topline remained solid throughout. Correct ribbing with short loin. Hocks well let down. Covered the ground with ease on the move. Couldn’t be denied in WB and then kept it up all the way to BOS!


3. **TOLAN’S MARGARITA** (GCHB Nebriowa Verilo Bacardi x Tolan’s Amelia Airheart) Breeder: Bonita Tolan. Owners: William G Miller Ill, Bonita Tolan. Sable girl who was a handful. Lovely head and expression with pleasing dark eye. Clean coming and going. Moved well from the side but was fighting her handler, which I believe was what was throwing off her topline. She had the shoulder assembly to work all day. Wish I could have seen her in a large ring.

**BRED BY EXHIBITOR PUPPY BITCHES** (3 entered, 0 absent)

1. **BRYNMORS CRYSTAL CLEAR** (GCH Graceland Cattal’s Phantom Dancer at Caamora x CH Brynmors Help Me Rhonda) Breeders/Owners: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Light sable with beautiful head and expression accentuated by dark, oval eyes and good pigment. Balanced outline with well let down hocks. Oval bone with good feet. Clean mover, who, when her handler allowed it, covered the ground with ease. Condition a bit soft but overall a high quality bitch. Pleased to award her Best Bred By.

2. **LIVELY LOVING HER WAS EASY** (CH Lively Man in Black x GCH Lively Mystic Magic) Breeder/Owner: Robin J Castle. RHT who was similar to first place girl in outline and type. Correct head and expression. Nice neck blending into good shoulders. Lost to the above bitch due to softer topline on the day. Presented well.

3. **VPCORGIS THE KNIGHT EAST MET WEST** (GCHP Foothills Knight Moves At Clover Hill x CH Bigelbach’s Heavens To Betsy@VPCorgis) Breeders: Janice Villandre, Brian Villandre. Owners: Janice Villandre, Amanda Marcus. Tri girl who was a bit more rangy. Pleading head with dark eyes. Topline level standing but could waver on the move. Clean coming and going. A bit more leg on her but had the length of body to pull it off.

**BRED BY EXHIBITOR ADULT BITCHES** (4 entered, 1 absent)

1. **COVENTRY FASHION FORWARD** (GCHB Rosewood Sea Quest x CH Coventry Depeche Mode) Breeders: Bill Shelton, Steve Leyerly, Beckie Williams DVM, Deborah Salow. Owners: Audrey De Bard, Bill Shelton, Deborah Salow, Steve Leyerly. A RHT bitch with a beautiful outline. Pleasing head with dark eye, correct ears and good head planes. Strong, oval bone. Balanced front to rear. Moved well but I think her exuberance may have been what caused her topline to bounce at times on the go around. Pushed hard in WB.

2. **BIGELBACH’S SCARLET YOU TEAR MY HEART TO PIECES** (GCH Triple H Bechanci Strike Up The Band x CH Bigelbach’s Love Story) Breeders/Owners: Lisa Bigelbach, Patrick Bigelbach. R&W who was unsure of herself. Nice outline and held a strong, steady topline both standing and on the move. Balanced angles front to rear. Easy side gait. Pleasing head with foxy expression.

3. **CEZANNE’S WHIMSICAL BANTER** (GCHG Nchanted Concerto CGC x CH Cezanne’s Pillow Talk) Breeder/Owner: Judy Charon. Pretty RHT with nice substance and pleasing head and expression. Good length and shape of ribbing with short loin. Moved with ease in every direction but was riding up in the rear today.

**AMERICAN BRED BITCHES** (1 entered, 0 absent)

1. **DRIFAN EMEISHANQUIN HEARTS ARE GOING TO ROLL RN PT FDC BCAT CGC TKN** (Trehilyn Don’t Hold Back x GCH Drifan Butterfly Kisses For Shamquin) Breeder: Vicki Northway and Beatrice Quinio. Owners: Gina Lorenzi, Vicki Northway. Darker R&W who made her handler work hard today. When she would stack, she showed off a pretty neck that blended into well set shoulders with a
solid back. Foxy expression. Moved with ease going around the ring. Nice coming at you but could have been a little cleaner going away.

OPEN BITCHES (2 entered, 2 absent)

VETERAN DOGS 7-10 Years (2 entered, 0 absent)
1. **GOLDEN ROAD'S GEORGE ALEXANDER RE OA NAJ OF BCAT FDC TKA** (CH Misty Ridge RumpelstiltskinMXP MJP OFP T2BP CGC TKN x CH Goldens Road’s Paper Moon TD) Breeder: Christine Johnson. Owner: Onesimus Nuernberger. Best Veteran and AOM

VETERAN BITCHES 10+ Years (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. **GCH OAKGROVE TRIPLE H BILLIE JEAN ROMX** (Triple H The Enchanted One) Breeders: Deborah Cox & Suzanne Haag. Owners: Lisa Bigelbach & Pat Bigelbach. AOM

STUD DOG CLASS (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. **CH LIVELY MAN IN BLACK** (GCH Lively Mystic River HT FDC x CH Lively Polished Ruby) Breeder/Owner: Robin Castle

BEST OF BREED (16 entered, 2 absent)

**BEST OF BREED**
**CH LIVELY MAN IN BLACK** (GCH Lively Mystic River HT FDC x CH Lively Polished Ruby) Breeder/Owner: Robin Castle. This BHT Caught my eye the first time I sent them all around the ring. He had a masculine head but due to his dark, correctly shaped eye still had a soft, pleasing expression. Nice length of neck carried smoothly into well laid-back shoulders with good upper-arm. Topline remained level at all times and exhibited good ribbing and short loin. Moved with ease and purpose going around the ring. Presented in wonderful condition. You could tell he loved his handler and gave her his all. In very strong competition, it was his final go around that sealed the deal. So pleased to award them top honor!

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX
**BRNAYR A CAPPELLA** (CH Brnayr Crescendo x GCH Caamora Enchanting Eleanor at Brnayr) Breeders/Owners: Ann Marie Buonanno DVM, Vicki Lubarsky

SELECT DOG
**GCHS CARIADH TEA PARTY AT COVENTRY CGC** (GCH Springmill Sweet Talking Guy x GCHB Cariadh Cierra Tempest In A Teapot RA CGC) Breeder: Patricia Smith. Owners: Amy Jordan, Bill Shelton, Steve Leyerly, Patricia Smith. Beautiful R&W who I have admired in the past. He has correct substance and is masculine without being overdone. He has a remarkable outline both standing and on the move. Clean mover from all directions. Exhibited in wonderful condition. Pushed hard in BOB.

SELECT BITCH
**CH PINEMEADE THE BAR MAID** (Aberlee Over the Limit x CH Pinemeade Shaken Not Stirred) Breeder/Owner: Terry A Hansen & Shannon Stone. Pretty dark R&W of a different style but one of the best movers on the day. Nice reach of neck blended into well laid-back shoulders. Topline was rock solid at all times. Clean mover. Looked like she could work all day. Happy to award her Select in a lovely
AWARD OF MERIT
GCH GRACELAND CATTAL’S PHANTOM DANCER AT CAAMORA HSA TKI
GOLDEN ROAD'S GEORGE ALEXANDER RE OA NAJ OF NAJ BCAT FDC TKA
GCH OAKGROVE TRIPLE H BILLIE JEAN ROMX

PEMBROKE WELSH CORGI CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
SWEEPSTAKES
Judge Kara Janiszak (Sterling)
January 28, 2023

Thank you to the members of the Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of Southern California for inviting me to judge sweepstakes. I really enjoyed my assignment and the excellent hospitality! The host hotel is fabulous and what a beautiful setting. Special thanks to Diane and Debbie for chauffeuring me to and from the airport and getting me where I needed to be. Also, thank you to all the exhibitors for bringing your lovely Pembrokes.

~Kara Janiszak

6-9 PUPPY DOGS (2 entered, 2 absent)

9-12 PUPPY DOGS (3 entered, 1 absent)

1. COVENTRY BREAK EVERY RULE (CH Coventry Making Mischief With Penliath x CH Coventry What’s Love Got To Do With It) Breeder: Bill Shelton, Beckie Williams DVM, Steven Leyerly, Deborah Salow. Owners: Deb Salow, K. Foist & Bill Shelton & Beckie Williams DVM
Red Headed Tri that captivated me with his beautiful balanced outline and breed type. He was moderate in every way. Correct height to length. Correct bone and correct feet. Short hocks. Excellent length of neck that blended smoothly into his shoulder and level topline. He had a good shoulder and adequate upper arm and prominent prosternum with a deep chest that was well let down between forelegs. He was well ribbed back. Correct angulation. He was a tad unsettled at first moving as he was trying to find all those in season girls, but as he got going, he was fluid and easy with a balanced, soft foot fall. He was clean moving out and back. There was no question he was a male, with a masculine head, correct eye and head proportions and dark pigment. He was in marvelous condition with a correct, straight coat. As he stood in the final lineup, he had a balanced stance with his legs under him correctly and feet firmly in the right direction. So much to like about this boy. Pleased to award him BEST IN SWEEPSTAKES.

2. BRYNMORS ACE OF DIAMONDS (GCH Graceland Cattal’s Phantom Dancer At Caamora x CH Brynmors Help Me Rhonda) Breeders/Owners: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Black Headed Tri that also had a lot of quality. Correct bone and feet, good shoulder and good front. Clean out and back. Correct, easy side gait. Very nice puppy also in excellent condition. Moderate dog, but preferred the headpiece and outline of the winner.

12-15 PUPPY DOGS (3 entered, 0 absent)
3. BRYNMOR GOOD LUCK CHARM (CH Rincon Let It Ride x CH Brynmors Naughty Nicolette) Breeders: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Owners: Andrea Cassie and Tracy Liston. Red and White that is higher on leg than the previous two. This dog was clean cut and carried a nice level and quiet topline. Preferred the more balanced outlines of 1st and 2nd.

15-18 M DOGS (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. TOLAN’S WILLETT FDC BCAT (GCHB Nebriowa Verilo Bacardi x Tolans Amelia Airheart) Breeder: Bonita Tolan. Owner: Bill Vuong. Red and White that was very moderate in every aspect. Correct front assembly with proper bone and feet. Well ribbed. Pleasing head with good pigment and proportions. Excellent condition, correct straight coat of proper texture. Clean coming. A little wide going away and a tad bouncy on the die. Well presented.

6-9 PUPPY BITCHES (8 entered, 2 absent)
1. BRNAYR BORN TO BE WILD (CH Brnayr Crescendo x Brnayr Falling Head Over Heels) Breeders: Ann Marie Buonanno DVM & Vicki Lubarsky. Owner: Ann Marie Buonanno DVM. Red and White with a little sableing. Very age appropriate and typey puppy. Correct outline, correct height to length. Correct head proportions and pigment. Good length of neck that blended neatly into her correct shoulder assembly and level topline. Well ribbed back. She had a good front with age-appropriate depth of chest and true front. Correct bone through her pastern and foot. Nice short hocks. Correct and balanced angulation. Good moving all directions. In good condition. A puppy with a bright future. She was in contention for the top awards, but was unhappy with her handler change in the final lineup.
2. LIVELY A TIME TO KEEP (CH Lively Man In Black x CH Lively Isn’t She Lovely CGC TKN Breeder: Rachel Anderson and Robin Castle. Owner: Robin Castle. Red and White puppy that pressed hard for 1st. Also, very age appropriate and moderate. Good height to length. Good Length of neck and correct head proportions. Correct bone through the pastern and foot. Well ribbed back. She carried
herself well on the move with a quiet, firm topline. She was well presented and in good condition. Preferred the clean, smooth blend of neck into withers on the 1st place and could turn out slightly at times standing, which cost her this class.

3. OAKLEIGH’S TALLI’ZORAH (GCH Brynmors Crazy Heart x CH Brynmors At The Ceili TKN)

4. OAKLEIGH SHAKER OF SALT (GCH Brynmors Crazy Heart x CH Brynmors At The Ceili TKN)
Breeders: Diane Matsuura, Mary Hering, Tracy Liston. Owners: Susan Rose-Mace, Diane Matsuura, Karli Rose-Mace) Red and White, that is very similar to the 3rd place (I can now see they are littermates). Clean moving all directions and carried her topline well. Preferred the front structure of the previous placements.

9-12 PUPPY BITCHES (5 entered, 1 absent)
1. LIVELY LOVING HER WAS EASY (CH Lively Man In Black x GCH Lively Mystic Magic)
Breeder/Owner Robin Castle. Red Headed Tri. Correct outline and height to length. Good length of neck that blended smoothly into a good shoulder and firm level topline. Beautiful head piece with correct proportions. Correct shape and color with excellent pigment. She has correct bone down to correct feet. Well ribbed. Good moving all directions and carried a quiet topline with easy, balance movement. Great condition and well presented. Pressed hard for Best of Opposite in Sweepstakes.

2. BRYNMORS CRYSTAL CLEAR (GCH Graceland Cattals Phantom Dancer at Caamora x CH Brynmors Help Me Rhonda) Breeder/Owners: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Sable bitch with a correct outline. Good length of neck that blended smoothly into her shoulders and topline. Correct head. Also well ribbed back. Clean and correct coming and going and good side gait, however she was rolling over the shoulder. Correct bone and feet. Very nice bitch but preferred the head detail of the winner.

3. COVENTRY ADDICTED TO LOVE (CH Coventry Making Mischief With Penliath x CH Coventry What’s Love Got To Do With It) Breeders: Bill Shelton, Beckie Williams DVM, Steven Leyerly, Deborah Salow. Owners: Elyn Kekua and Dexter Kekua, Bill Shelton, Deborah Salow. Red And White with lovely type and pleasing outline. She had a good head with good pigment. Excellent length of neck that blended well into shoulder and level topline. She had a shorter upper arm than the previous two. Good bone down through feet. Well ribbed back. Clean up and back but a bit bouncy over her shoulder going around.

4. BRYNMORS BLACK OPAL (GCH Graceland Cattal’s Phantom Dancer At Caamora x CH Brynmors Help Me Rhonda) Breeder/Owners: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Black Headed Tri. Moderate girl also with a pleasing outline. Correct head and very feminine. Good level topline and well ribbed. Good bone and feet. She was a bit wider in the front coming than the others. Moved well going away and on the side.

12-15 BITCHES (3 entered, 1 absent)
1. BRNAYR A CAPPELLA (CH Brnayr Crescendo x GCH Caamora Enchanting Eleanor At Brnayr)
Breeders: Kocide Lester & Susan Townsend. Owners: Ann Marie Buonanno and Vicki Lubarsky. Red headed Tri with correct outline. Beautiful feminine headpiece with excellent proportions and head detail. Correct eye shape and color. Excellent length of neck that blended well into her shoulders and level topline. Good depth of chest and good front assembly. Correct bone and feet. Short hocks. Balanced angulation front and rear. She was well ribbed back. She moved well in all directions. Very lovely bitch. Her side gait and firm level topline on the move earned her Best Of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes.

2. STABLEMATE’S MARY POPPINS (CH Stablemate’s Woodrow x Stablemate’s Camilla)
Breeders/Owners: Cynthia Campbell and Deborah Clark. Owners: Red Headed Tri well up on size. Good length of neck. This bitch carried a firm, level topline standing and on the move. Good moving coming and going. 1st place with a more correct head detail and front structure.
15-18 BITCHES (2 entered, 0 absent)
1. **CAPRICIO’S SPIRIT IN THE SPOTLIGHT** (GCHG Lionhart’s All About Harry x Bredright Pearl Harbour) Breeders: Jieyi Liang and Benjamin J Lobo. Owner: Jieyi Jenny Liang. Red and White girl that was nice and moderate. Good height to length. Good ribbing with short loin. Good bone through her feet and nice short hocks. She moved well all directions and went around in a ground covering and workmanlike way. Good condition and excellent coat. Good head proportions.

2. **TOLAN’S MARGARITA** (GCHB Nebriowa Verilo Bacardi x Tolan’s Amelia Airheart) Breeder: Bonita Tolan. Owners: William G Miller III and Bonita Tolan. Sable bitch that was also very moderate. Good height to length. Good length of neck that ran smoothly into her shoulder and topline. Well ribbed and short loin.

VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
7 AND UNDER 10 YEARS DOGS (2 entered, 0 absent)
1. **GOLDEN ROAD’S GEORGE ALEXANDER RE OA NAJ OF BCAT** (CH Misty Ridge Rumblestiltskin x CH Golden Road Paper Moon) Breeder: Christine Johnson. Owner: Onesimus Nuernberger. Red and White boy who is quite the showman! Moderate boy with a correct outline, who had the most handsome and masculine head. Correct head proportions. Good topline standing and on the go. Well ribbed and short loin. He had excellent bone and substance. Loved his short sturdy hocks. Moved well all directions and covered the ground easily on the side. He was in excellent condition and well presented. Pleased to award him Best Veteran in Sweepstakes.

2. **GCH BRNAYR OKTORBERFEST RA FDC AX AXJ OF BCAT RATN** (Brnayr Saddleshoes x Brnayr April IN Paris) Breeders: Ann Marie Buonanno DVM and Vicki Lubarsky. Owners: Kathleen and Vernon Jefflund. Another lovely Red and White boy who also loved his job. Also a pleasing outline and correct head piece. Good length of neck that ran smoothly into shoulder and topline. Good ribbing and short loin. Good side gait and good going away. Stood a bit wider and was wider coming which resulted in my placement.

10 YEARS AND OLDER BITCHES (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. **GCH OAKGROVE TRIPLE H BILLIE JEAN ROMX** (CH Triple H Moonwalker x Oakgrove Triple H The Enchanted One) Breeders: Debbie Cox and Sue Haag. Owners: Lisa Bigelbach and Partrick Bigelbach. Red and White with a correct feminine head. Good front assembly. Well ribbed. Moved well all directions. Correct oval bone and feet. She tended to lose her topline standing. She was in good condition and also showed her heart out. She was Best of Opposite Sex Veteran Sweepstakes.

OBEDIENCE AND RALLY TRIAL
January 27, 2023
Judge: Kathy Moore

OBEDIENCE TRIAL CLASSES AND RESULTS

OBEDIENCE NOVICE A (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. **176 CH SANDFOX HEART OF GOLD II BN RM RAE HSAs FDC FCAT RATN CGCA TKA ATTT** (GCHB Heartsong Brynlea Pavarotti x CH Sandfox Heartlight of Perivale) Breeder: Feli Noeller DVM and Vicki Sandage. Owner: Gina Lorenzi

OBEDIENCE NOVICE B – No qualifiers (1 entered, 0 absent)

BEGINNER NOVICE B (3 entered, 1 absent)
1. **195.5 BRYNMOR GOOD LUCK CHARM** (CH Rincon Let it Ride x CH Brynmor’s Naughty
Nicolette) Breeders: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Owners: Andrea Caissie, Tracy Liston.

OBEDIENCE HIGH IN TRIAL – CH SANDFOX HEART OF GOLD II RN RM RAE HSAs FDC FCAT RATN CGCA TKA

RALLY TRIAL CLASSES AND RESULTS

RALLY NOVICE A (2 entered, 0 absent)
1. 98 COVENTRY AD ASTRA CGC TKI (CH Stonecroft’s Storm Surge x CH Coventry Souvenir At Wyndstar) Breeder: Becky Williams DMV. Owner: Sarah Lee
2. 76 BRYNMOR’S TRANSIT OF JUNO CGC (GCH Nchanted Concerto CGC x GCH Summithill Spicy Blend of Brynmor) Breeders: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Owners: Breanne Boyle and Jason Boyle

RALLY NOVICE B
1. 99 195.5 BRYNMOR GOOD LUCK CHARM (CH Rincon Let it Ride x CH Brynmor’s Naughty Nicolette) Breeders: Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Owners: Andrea Caissie, Tracy Liston.
2. 71 GCHS CARIADH TEA PARTY AT COVENTRY CGC (GCH Springmill Sweet Talking Guy x GCHB Cariadh Cierra Tempest In A Teapot RA CGC) Breeder: Patricia Smith. Owners: Amy Jordan, Bill Shelton, Steve Leyerly, Patricia Smith
3. 70 CAAMORA PHOENIX RISING AT JOURNEY’S END RN TKI CGCU (GCH Graceland Cattel’s Phantom Dancer At Caamora HSAs TKI x GCH Caamora Shamquin Oh La La HSAs) Breeder: Patricia Seifert and Dennis Seifert. Owner: AJ Listman

RALLY INTERMEDIATE (6 Entered, 0 absent)
1. 99 CH CAAMORA EXPLORE THE DANCE RN HT TKA (GCH Graceland Cattel’s Phantom Dancer At Caamora HSAs TKI x GCH Caamora Shamquin Oh La La HSAs) Breeder: Patricia Seifert, Dennis Seifert. Owners: Samantha Williams, Pat Seifert, Timothy Williams.

2. 89 DRIFAN EMEISHANQUIN HEARTS ARE GOING TO ROLL RN PT FDC BCAT CGC TKN (Trehilyn Don’t Hold Back x GCHB Drifan Butterly Kisses For Shamquin HSAds) Breeders: Vicki Northway and Beatrice Quinio. Owners: Gina Lorenzi, Vicki Northway.
3. 88 LINK DACORI RN TKA (Rooster Gunner Downing x Chloe Shanya Downing) Breeder: Angelina Downing. Owners: Siu Tam
4. 86 VPCORGI’S FLASH GORDON RN CGC-A, CGC-U (GCH Brynmors Crazy Heart x CH VPCorgi’s Moonlight Serenade) Breeders: Janice and Brian Villandre. Owner: Amanda Marcus
5. 84 OAKLEIGH THE QUEEN’S GAMBIT CGC TKI RN (GCH Graceland Cattal’s Pantom Dancer At Caamaora HSAs TKI x CH Brynmor’s At The Ceili TKN) Breeders: Diane Matsuura, Mary Hering, Tracy Liston. Owners: Kimberly Watts and Diane Matsuura
6. 74 GOLDEN ROAD SATIN DOLL RN FDC TKI (Zephyr’s Delicious Black Forest Cake x Golden Road Catherine Elizabeth) Breeder: Christine Johnson. Owner: Siu Tam

RALLY ADVANCED B (4 entered, 0 absent)
1. 99 RACH KANTISHNA CAAMORA BOY GENIUS CDX RM5 RAE3 HT TKA (CH Busy B’s Dakota’s Moon Dust CD PT MX MXJ x CH MACH3 Caamora J-Lo Dancing On Ice CDX PCDX MXG PAD MJB2 PJD MXP MJP2 XF T2B) Breeders: Patricia Seifert and Mary E Matejcek. Owners: Samantha Williams, Pat Seifert, Timothy Williams.


**RALLY EXCELLENT B**

1. **98 RACH KANTISHNA CAAMORA BOY GENIUS CDX RM5 RAE3 HT TKA** (CH Busy B’s Dakota’s Moon Dust CD PT MX MXJ x CH MACH3 Caamora J-Lo Dancing On Ice CDX PCDX MXG PAD MJB2 PJD MXP MJP2 XF T2B) Breedrs: Patricia Seifert and Mary E Matejcek. Owners: Samantha Williams, Pat Seifert, Timothy Williams.


**RALLY MASTER**

1. **99 RACH KANTISHNA CAAMORA BOY GENIUS CDX RM5 RAE3 HT TKA** (CH Busy B’s Dakota’s Moon Dust CD PT MX MXJ x CH MACH3 Caamora J-Lo Dancing On Ice CDX PCDX MXG PAD MJB2 PJD MXP MJP2 XF T2B) Breedrs: Patricia Seifert and Mary E Matejcek. Owners: Samantha Williams, Pat Seifert, Timothy Williams.


4. **78 CH SANDFOX HEART OF GOLD II BN RM RAE HSAs FDC FCAT RATN CGCA TKA ATTT** (GCHB Heartsong Brynlea Pavarotti - Ch Sandfox Heartlight Of Perivale) Breeder: Feli Noeller DVM, Vicki Sandage. Owner: Gina Lorenzi

**RALLY – HIGH COMBINED (ADV B & EXC B)**

**RALLY – HIGH COMBINED TRIPLE (ADV B, EXC B, MASTER)**

**JUNIOR SHOWMANSHIP**

**JUDGE DANIELLE BROWN AM SHOW**

**JUDGE STEPHEN CABRAL PM SHOW**

Results the same for both AM and PM show.
OPEN JUNIOR 9-12 YRS (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. DAYTONA JONES - VP CORGIS RUSSEL JONES (GCH Brynmor’s Crazy Heart x CH VP Corgis Moonlight Serenade) Breeder: Jan Villandre. Owner: Daytona Jones

OPEN INTERMEDIATE 12-15 YRS (1 entered, 1 absent)

OPEN SENIOR 15-18 YRS (2 entered, 1 absent)
1. BREENA KOONS - GCH Cezanne’s Crème Brulee At Lefae (GCH Martindale Trifecta x CH Cezanne’s Pillow Talk) Breeder: Judy M Charon. Owners: Melanie Koons, Breena Koons, Tarrin Koons, Judy Charon

BEST JUNIOR AM AND PM SHOW – BREENA KOONS
RESERVE JUNIOR AM AND PM SHOW – DAYTONA JONES

PEMBROKE WELSH CORGI CLUB OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
January 27, 2023

PM SPECIALTY

Vince Savioli (Aubrey)
I would like to thank the members of the Pembroke Welsh Corgi Club of Southern California for inviting me to judge their specialty. It is always an honor to judge the breed you love. I would like to give special thanks to Debbie Blais for the judges’ hospitality she offered. To the exhibitors I offer my appreciation for allowing me to judge their dogs and accepting my decisions.

REGULAR CLASSES

PUPPY DOGS 6 TO 9 MONTHS (4 entered, 2 absent)
1. BIGELBACH’S MEMORIES OF MOONWALKER This young dog has all the right parts where they should be. He is going through a growth spurt. He was sound all the way around. He has beautiful rear angles which made him move smoothly around the ring. He has a beautiful lay back of shoulder with a nice neck. Look forward to hearing about this boy as he grows on. Reserve Winners Dog
2. VP CORGI’S THE DARK KNIGHT This tri dog has nice length of back, good angulation. He also is going through a stage. I would prefer less loin and not quite as tall. He was clean coming and going and moved nicely on the side.

PUPPY DOGS 9 TO 12 MONTHS (3 entered, 0 absent)
1. COVENTRY BREAK EVERY RULE This was a very attractive male with a level topline and nice length of back. He has a beautiful prosternum. He was balanced on the side and clean coming and going. He was well deserving of his wins today. Pleased to award him Winners Dog
2. BRYNMORS ACE OF DIAMONDS This black headed tri had a lovely correct head with a beautiful expression. He was sound all around. I would prefer to see a little more length of back. He unfortunately had to compete against the first place dog today. I am sure down the road he will do well at a specialty.
3. CARIADH JUST BEING FRANK

12 TO 18 MONTH DOGS (4 entered, 0 absent)
1. RC7 TRIPPIN HOT AT THE TOP This sable boy had a correct head with a nice prosternum, he had a
nice neck that flowed into a level topline. His movement was sound from every angle.

2. BIGELBACH’S TEAGAN GREAT BARD OF THE FOREST This male had a very pleasing head and a level back on the move. I would like to see more length of back and more ribbing.

3. TOLAN’S WILLET FDC BCAT This red/white male has a pretty head with a deep chest. I would prefer an eye that was not as round. He could use more length of back and today his topline was off on the move.

4. BRYMOR GOOD LUCK CHARM This male looked immature for his age. I would like to see him lower to the ground. He could use a better shoulder placement. He had a pleasing head with a dark eye. He probably needs to go away for 6 months to mature.

BRED BY EXHIBITOR DOGS (2 entered, 0 absent)

1. SANDFOX EWEKNOW JUST REMINISCING This tri dog I have admired in the past. He has beautiful length of back with a dead level topline. He is sound coming and going. I have seen this dog move better from the side than he did today. He wasn’t using himself as I’m sure he can. If was to be picky, I would give him a darker eye.

2. CEZANNE’S WHIMSICAL SECRET AFFAIR This tri dog had a lovely prosternum with good angulation. He was an average mover from the side. His topline was off today on the move and standing. I would prefer to see more length of back. He, like the first place dog, could use a darker eye.

OPEN DOGS (8 entered, 0 absent)

1. LARKLAIN COWBOY EL DESPERADO (CH Larklain Sydneys The Last Cowboy x CH Larklain Blazers Chantilly Lace) Breeder: Carol Swinney. Owner: Robin K. Jones. This tri dog had a lot to like about him. He had a pleasing head, his topline was like a board on the move. His movement was free and easy from the side without any effort. It was nice to have him in the final lineup for Winners Dog.

2. BYRNMOR EASY RIDER This was a very pretty red boy with a lovely attractive headpiece. He had a level topline that didn’t waver on the move. I was concerned with his bite when I checked it.

3. TRI-UMPH THE SIDECAR OF WINDYROC This dog gave its owner a workout today. He has a pretty headpiece. He had a lovely neck into a level topline. His movement was sound coming and going. I would prefer a larger ear.

4. ROSEWOOD SEAHAWK This tri dog was a larger male who had good length of back with a level topline. He had a nice prosternum. I would prefer a foot that wasn’t quite so round. He had good movement from the side.

VETERAN DOGS 7-10 Years (2 entered, 0 absent)

1. GOLDEN ROAD’S GEORGE ALEXANDER RE OA NAJ OF BCAT FDC TKA Golden Road’s George Alexander RE OA NAJ OF BCAT FDC CGC TKA- This is a pretty veteran boy who was having a good time being in the ring today. He had a very attractive head, good prosternum. He was balanced going around the ring.

2. GCH BRNAYR OKTOBEREST AT CALI CRUZ RA FDC AX AXJ OF BCAT RATN CGC TKI Another pretty old boy enjoying his time in the ring. He has nice length of back with a level topline. He still can get around the ring.

PUPPY BITCHES 6 TO 9 MONTHS (7 entered, 1 absent)

1. LIVELY A TIME TO KEEP This was a very pretty young girl who had a lovely head with a deep chest for her age. Her topline was lovely and she moved freely on the side. I look forward to seeing her again as she matures.

2. BESPOKE TESSA AT TOLAN’S (Bespoke Stumphrey Bogart x Honeyfox Red Robin @ Old Dogwood Hill) Breeder: Mary C. Johnson. Owners: Bonita Tolan, Kristin Pantelides and William G. Miller III. This puppy was going through a growing stage. Her topline was off today on the move and standing. She moved lovely around the ring with good reach. She had a very pleasing head and good length of neck.
3. **BRNAYR BORN TO BE WILD** This bitch has a lovely head. Today her topline was also off standing and on the move. She could really move on the side. She is a little too low to the ground for my liking.

4. **OAKLEIGH SHAKER OF SALT @ RIP ROARIN** *(GCH Brynmor’s Crazy Heart x CH Brynmor’s At the Ceili)* Breeders: Diane Matsuura, Mary Hering and Tracy Liston. Owners Susan Rose-Mace, Diane Matsuura and Karlie Rose-Mace. This bitch also could probably use six months at home to mature a little. She is a little tall right now and doesn’t have the angles of the above. Her topline also was off standing and moving.

I have to apologize for the next two classes. For some reason I lost my video and critiques on these classes.

**PUPPY BITCHES 9 TO 12 MONTHS** *(4 entered, 2 absent)*

1. **COVENTRY ADDICTED TO LOVE** This was a pretty red/white bitch with a very attractive head. She was sound coming and going and her movement on the side was adequate. She had a lovely prosternum, and a level topline going around the ring.

2. **BYRNMORS BLACK OPAL**

**12 TO 18 MONTH BITCHES** *(4 entered, 0 absent)*

1. **BRNAYR A CAPPELLA** This black headed tri caught my eye as soon as she walked into my ring. She had a striking head, beautiful neck that flowed into a level topline. Her side gait was among the best all day. This is one I would like to have taken home. She did not behave well in winners and that could have cost her a win. I look forward to seeing her in the future at specialties. Reserve Winners Bitch

2. **STABLEMATE’S MARY POPPINS** *(CH Stablemate’s Woodrow x CH Stablemate’s Camilla)* Breeders: Cynthia Campbell and Debbie Clark. Owners: Cynthia Campbell and Debbie Clark

3. **CAPRICCIO’S SPIRIT IN THE SPOTLIGHT**

4. **TOLAN’S MARGARITA**

**BRED BY EXHIBITOR PUPPY BITCHES** *(3 entered, 0 absent)*

1. **BRYNMORS CRYSTAL** This is a pretty sable bitch who just oozed in quality. She had a lovely outline with a level topline. She was sound coming and going and balanced moving on the side. Glad to have her in the final lineup for Winners Bitch. Best Bred-by Exhibitor

2. **LIVELY LOVING HER WAS EASY** Another very pretty tri bitch who is very similar in style to the first place bitch. She carries her topline all the way around the ring and is clean coming and going. Any given day the placing could be switched.

3. **VPCORGIS THE KNIGHT EAST MET WEST** This tri girl was very different in style compared to the two placing above her. She is a little taller in body. She does carry her topline level. I preferred the heads on the first two placings.

**BRED BY EXHIBITOR ADULT BITCHES** *(4 entered, 1 absent)*

1. **BRYNAYR BANKSY** *(GCH Nebriona Johnnie Walker x Brnayr Falling Head Over Heels)* Breeders/Owners: Ann Marie Buonanno DVM and Vicki Lubarsky. This red/white bitch was very pretty in head. She had a lovely body with a long neck that flowed into a level topline. She could be naughty at times for her handler. She moved smoothly around the ring with little effort.

2. **BIGELBACH’S SCARLET YOU TEAR MY HEART TO PIECES** This bitch also had a pretty headpiece. She moved nicely around the ring also with little effort. Structurally very similar to the first place bitch. She didn’t use her ears as well as number one.

3. **CEZANNE’S WHIMSICAL BANTER** This bitch was sound coming and going and moved nice on the side. Today her topline was off standing and on the move.

**AMERICAN BRED BITCHES** *(1 entered, 0 absent)*

1. **DRIFAN EMEISHANQUIN HEARTS ARE GOING TO ROLL RN PT FDC BCAT CGC**
TKN Red/white bitch who is very balanced on the side. She has a pleasing head. I would prefer if she was a tad bit longer. At times she doesn’t like to use her ears.

OPEN BITCHES (3 entered, 2 absent)
1. COVENTRY FASHION FORWARD This tri bitch caught my eye when she walked in the ring. She has a beautiful outline with correct height to length proportions. She has a very correct head with a nice dark eye. Her side gait is smooth and easy. She was a standout on this day. - Winners Bitch Best of Winners

VETERAN BITCHES 10 YEARS AND OLDER (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. GCH OAKGROVE TRIPLE H BILLIE JEAN ROMX This grand old gal really enjoyed being in the ring today. She has a gorgeous head and can still move around the ring with the best of them. Best Veteran and Award of Merit

STUD DOG CLASS (1 entered, 0 absent)
1. CH LIVELY MAN IN BLACK

BEST OF BREED (16 entered, 2 absent)
BEST OF BREED
GCH GRACELAND CATTAL’S PHANTOM DANCER AT CAAMORA HSAs TKI This beautiful black headed boy was presented flawlessly today. He has a very correct shaped head, nice neck that flowed into a dead level topline. His side movement was such an enjoyment to watch going around the ring. He could not be denied this win today.

BEST OF WINNERS
COVENTRY FASHION FORWARD

BEST OF OPPOSITE SEX
CH PINEMEADE THE BAR MAID This red bitch was sound all the way around. She has a nice deep chest, long neck that flowed into a strong level topline at all times. Her side movement is consistent and easy.

SELECT DOG
GCHS CARIADH TEA PARTY AT COVENTRY CGC I have been in the ring with this dog before and always felt he was well deserving of all his accomplishments. He has a beautiful correct head, level topline and moves nicely around the ring. He was shown to perfection by his handler.

SELECT BITCH
CH CURIG DAYDREAM BELIEVER DCAT (Curig Without a Doubt x Curig Violets are Blue) Breeders: Barbara du Pree and Juliana du Pree. Owners: Kathleen Jettlund and Vernon Jettlund. This bitch was a sound girl. She has a nice long neck and level back that never waivers on the move. Her side gait is so free and easy going around.

AWARDS OF MERIT
GCH CEZANNE’S CREME BRULEE AT LEFAE (GCH Martindale Trifecta x CH Cezanne’s Pillow Talk) Breeder: Judy Charon. Owners: Melanie Koons, Breena Koons, Tarrin Koons & Judy Charon.
GCH LARKLAIN BLAZERS CHANTILLY LACE (CH Mickeys Trail Blazer x CH Misty Ridge Taylors Li’l Black Dress FDC) Breeder/Owner: Carol Swinney.
GCH OAKGROVE TRIPLE H BILLIE JEAN ROMX